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About this guide 

This developer guide provides information about customizing and extending the Genomics 

Tertiary Analysis and Data Lakes Using AWS Glue and Amazon Athena solution. It includes 

information about configuring data preparation and cataloging jobs and crawlers, notebook 

instances, pipeline deployment stages, and operational dashboards. 

The guide is intended for IT infrastructure architects, administrators, informaticists, data 

scientists, data engineers, DevOps professionals, and software engineers who want to 

customize and extend the Genomics Tertiary Analysis and Data Lakes Using AWS Glue and 

Amazon Athena solution for their company or customers. 
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Customizations for solution deployment 
The Genomics Tertiary Analysis and Data Lakes Using AWS Glue and Amazon Athena 

solution creates AWS CodeCommit repositories containing the source code that defines the 

continuous integration and continuous delivery (CI/CD) pipeline to provision resources in 

your account, build job dependencies, and copy scripts and notebooks to Amazon S3. The 

source code also defines the solution data preparation and data cataloging AWS Glue jobs 

and crawlers, AWS Glue Data Catalog, and an Amazon SageMaker notebook instance. 

This solution provides example AWS Glue jobs and crawlers to prepare genomic data for 

large-scale analysis, and an example Jupyter notebook to demonstrate how to perform 

interactive queries using Amazon Athena to query a genomics data lake. You can augment 

this example code and push your changes into the solution AWS CodeCommit code 

repository, which triggers an associated AWS CodePipeline to deploy your solution changes 

into your account. The following sections detail how to augment the example code and 

customize the solution to fit your needs. 

Add new data preparation jobs 
Data preparation jobs are run using AWS Glue. Use the following procedure to add a new 

AWS Glue job.  

Use the following process to build and deploy AWS Glue job dependencies: 

1. Clone source code or pull source code updates from the GenomicsAnalysisPipe 
source code repository in AWS CodeCommit. 

2. Create an AWS CodeBuild project to build any job dependencies from your AWS Glue 
job’s source code, for example, building hail.jar from source code. 

3. Create an AWS CodePipeline stage action to build the job dependencies. 

4. Run the CloudFormation update statement found at the bottom of the 
template_cfn.yml file in the GenomicsAnalysisPipe directory. This statement 

updates the GenomicsAnalysisPipe CloudFormation stack.  

5. Commit and push your changes to the GenomicsAnalysisPipe repository. 

Update the AWS Glue job definitions: 

1. Clone source code or pull source code updates from the GenomicsAnalysisCode 
source code repository in AWS CodeCommit. 
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2. Add your data preparation scripts to the resources folder in the 
GenomicsAnalysisCode folder. 

3. Make any necessary changes to the AWS Glue job definitions defined in the 
template_cfn.yml file in the GenomicsAnalysisCode directory.  

4. Commit and push your changes to the GenomicsAnalysisCode repository. 

The following topics provide more detail about the process for adding new data preparation 

jobs. 

Building and deploying job dependencies 
Job dependencies must be built from source code. Create a new CodeBuild job to build each 

new job dependency and have that job deploy that dependency into the resources bucket. For 

more detail about how the existing pipeline handles building job dependencies, refer to the 

Update the CI/CD Pipeline section of this guide. 

Update the CI/CD pipeline 
The solution’s CI/CD pipeline is defined in an AWS CloudFormation template. The template 

is stored in an AWS CodeCommit repository and defines the AWS CodeBuild projects that 

build the solution’s dependencies (for example, hail.jar). The solution also includes 

CodeBuild jobs to copy job scripts and notebook files to Amazon S3 buckets. The template 

also defines an AWS CodePipeline pipeline to coordinate build projects and automate the 

deployment (using AWS CloudFormation) of the AWS Glue jobs, crawlers, Amazon 

SageMaker notebook instance and supporting resources. You must create new CodeBuild 

jobs to build the necessary tool dependencies for your data transformation jobs. You can add 

a new job, crawler or notebook instance resource by adding a new resource definition to the 

template_cfn.yml template file in the GenomicsAnalysisCode repository. 

Clone source code or pull source code updates 
You can retrieve and edit a local copy of the CI/CD pipeline template from AWS CodeCommit 

using Git, an open source software version management system. You must create appropriate 

credentials in your AWS account to enable connecting to AWS CodeCommit repositories. For 

information about setting up Git, see Setting Up Using Git Credentials in the AWS 

CodeCommit User Guide. After you set up Git, use the following command to clone the 

GenomicsAnalysisPipe CI/CD pipeline repository. 

git clone <repository-url> 

https://docs.aws.amazon.com/codecommit/latest/userguide/setting-up.html#setting-up-standard
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This command creates a local copy of the template in your environment. You only need to 

clone a repository once. If you have already cloned the repository, use the following command 

to pull updates from AWS CodeCommit prior to making any code changes. 

cd <path/to/code> 

git pull origin 

Create a job dependency CodeBuild project 
AWS CodeBuild resources that build job dependencies and copy objects like scripts and 

notebooks to Amazon S3 are defined in the template_cfn.yml AWS CloudFormation 

template found in the CodeCommit GenomicsAnalysisPipe repository. The following 

code example shows the structure of these definitions. 

CodeBuildProject<Jobname>: 

    Type: AWS::CodeBuild::Project 

    DependsOn: 

      - BuildBucket 

      - CodeBuildRole 

      - ResourcesBucket 

    Properties: 

      Name: !Sub ${Project}Build<Jobname> 

      Description: !Sub ${Project}Build<Jobname> 

      BuildSpec: buildspec_<Jobname>.yml 

      EnvironmentVariables: 

        - Name: RESOURCES_BUCKET 

          Value: !Sub ${ResourcesBucket} 

      Artifacts: 

        Type: CODEPIPELINE 

      Environment: 

        Type: LINUX_CONTAINER 

        ComputeType: BUILD_GENERAL1_SMALL 

        Image: aws/codebuild/amazonlinux2-x86_64-standard:2.0 

      ServiceRole: !Sub ${CodeBuildRole.Arn} 

                      !Sub ${ZoneStackName}-ZoneBucket 

Modify the following variables for use with your tools: 

• Logical-ID: A unique identifier within the AWS CloudFormation template. The naming 
convention used in the example project is CodeBuildProject<Jobname>, where 

<Jobname> is replaced with the name of the job used to customize this solution (for 
example, CodeBuildProjectBuildHail, CodeBuildProjectCopyScripts, 

CodeBuildProjectCopyNotebooks). 
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• Name: The name used for the CodeBuild project (for example, Name: BuildHail, 
CopyScripts, CopyNotebooks). 

• Description: The description used for the CodeBuild project. 

• BuildSpec: The name of the buildspec.yml file used to build the job dependency or 
copy files to Amazon S3. 

Create a job dependency CodePipeline stage action 
The AWS CodeBuild projects are invoked using an AWS CodePipeline pipeline defined in the 

AWS CloudFormation template. AWS CodeBuild projects are called in the build stage of the 

pipeline. The following code example shows a build action. 

  CodePipeline: 

    Type: AWS::CodePipeline::Pipeline 

    Properties: 

      # ... 

      Stages: 

        # ... 

        - Name: Build 

          Actions: 

            # ... 

            - Name: <Jobname> 

              ActionTypeId: 

                Category: Build 

                Owner: AWS 

                Provider: CodeBuild 

                Version: "1" 

              Configuration: 

                ProjectName: CodeBuildProject<Jobname>  

              InputArtifacts: 

              - Name: SourceStageOutput 

Modify the following parts of the pipeline stage action for new tools: 

• Name: The name used for this AWS CodePipeline must match the name of the job you 
are building (for example, - Name: Hail, CopyScripts, CopyNotebooks). 

• Configuration.ProjectName: The project name must correspond to the AWS 
CodeBuild project for the job. The naming convention is 
CodeBuildProject<Jobname>. 

Commit and push changes to the CodeCommit repository 

Update the CloudFormation stack by running the update stack command in the 

GenomicsAnalysisPipe directory using the update command that is commented out at 

the bottom of the template_cfn.yml file. 
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aws cloudformation update-stack --stack-name GenomicsAnalysisPipe --

template-body file://template_cfn.yml --capabilities CAPABILITY_IAM --

parameters ParameterKey=ArtifactsBucket,ParameterValue="$(aws 

cloudformation describe-stacks --stack-name GenomicsAnalysisPipe --query 

'Stacks[].Outputs[?OutputKey==`ArtifactsBucket`].OutputValue' --output 

text)" ParameterKey=ArtifactsKeyPrefix,ParameterValue="$(aws 

cloudformation describe-stacks --stack-name GenomicsAnalysisPipe --query 

'Stacks[].Outputs[?OutputKey==`ArtifactsKeyPrefix`].OutputValue' --output 

text)" --output text; aws cloudformation wait stack-update-complete -stack-

name GenomicsAnalysisPipe 

Commit and push your changes to the CodeCommit GenomicsAnalysisPipe repository 

to save your changes. 

git add <file1> <file2> ... 

git commit 

An editor opens. Enter a commit message to describe the changes you made. After you finish 

committing your local code changes, use the following command to push the changes to the 

remote repository on AWS CodeCommit. 

git push origin 

Update the AWS Glue job definitions 
AWS Glue jobs are used to transform genomic data in Variant Call File (VCF) format into 

Apache Parquet format and genomic annotation data in Tab Separated Values (TSV) format 

into Apache Parquet format. Both jobs also write the output data to the solution data lake 

bucket. Use the following procedure to update the job code. 

Clone source code or pull source code updates 
You can retrieve and edit a local copy of the tertiary analysis and data lake source code from 
AWS CodeCommit using Git. As specified in the Update the CI/CD Pipeline section of this 
document, ensure that you have the appropriate credentials to enable connecting to AWS 
CodeCommit repositories. After you have the appropriate credentials, use the following 
command to clone the job, crawler, and notebook GenomicsAnalysisCode repository. 

git clone <repository-url> 

This command creates a local copy of the source code in your environment. You only need to 

clone a repository once. If you have already cloned the repository, we recommend that you 

https://docs.aws.amazon.com/codecommit/latest/userguide/setting-up.html#setting-up-standard
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/codecommit/latest/userguide/setting-up.html#setting-up-standard
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use the following command to pull updates from AWS CodeCommit prior to making any code 

changes. 

cd <path/to/code> 

git pull origin 

Create an AWS Glue job definition 
The AWS Glue job definitions are defined in the template_cfn.yml AWS CloudFormation 

template in the GenomicsAnalysisCode CodeCommit repository as shown in the 

following code example. 

  <from-format-to-format>Job: 

    Type: AWS::Glue::Job 

    Properties: 

      Command: 

        Name: glueetl 

        ScriptLocation: !Sub 

s3://${ResourcesBucket}/scripts/<transformation script> 

      DefaultArguments: 

        --job-bookmark-option: job-bookmark-disable 

        --extra-py-files: !Sub s3://${ResourcesBucket}/<python file job 

dependencies> 

        --extra-jars: !Sub s3://${ResourcesBucket}/<build job 

dependencies> 

        --input_path: !Sub s3://${DataLakeBucket}/< path to input file> 

        --output_path: !Sub s3a://${DataLakeBucket}/<path to output file> 

      AllocatedCapacity: <needed Data Processing Units (DPU)> 

      ExecutionProperty: 

        MaxConcurrentRuns: 2 

      MaxRetries: 0 

      Name: !Sub ${ProjectLowerCase}-<toolname> 

      Role: !Ref JobRole 

Modify the following parts of the job definition for use with your tools: 

• Logical-ID: This ID must be unique within the AWS CloudFormation template. The 
naming convention used is <from-format-to-format>Job (for example, 

VcfToParquetJob, ClinvarToParquetJob). 

• ScriptLocation: The location of the job script in Amazon S3. All job scripts must be 
placed in the solutions resource bucket and given a unique name.  

Note: The ResourcesBucket name can be found as the ResourcesBucket output 

parameter in the GenomicsAnalysisPipe stack.  
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• DefaultArguments: Specify the job dependencies, default input path, and default 
output path as default arguments. You can override default arguments at runtime if 
necessary. You can learn more about default arguments in the AWS Glue CloudFormation 
User Guide. 

Deploy job scripts to Amazon S3 buckets 
Job scripts are copied into the resources bucket in the CopyScripts CodeBuild job. The 

CopyScripts job is configured to copy scripts from the resources folder in the 

GenomicsAnalysisCode repository directory. Simply commit your scripts to that location 

in the repository. 

Commit and push changes to the CodeCommit repository 
Committing and pushing changes to the CodeCommit GenomicsAnalysisCode repository 

triggers an AWS Glue job definitions update. Use the following Git commands to commit 

code changes to your local repository. 

git add <file1> <file2>... 

git commit 

An editor opens. Enter a commit message to describe the changes you made. After you 

commit your local code changes, use the following command to push the changes to the 

remote repository on AWS CodeCommit. 

git push origin 

This command triggers the execution of the AWS CodePipeline pipeline associated with the 

GenomicsAnalysisPipe repository and subsequent redeployment of the AWS Glue job 

definitions update. 

Add new data cataloging crawlers 
This solution uses AWS Glue crawlers to catalog data. Use the following procedure to add a 

new AWS Glue crawler. 

To update the AWS Glue сrawler definitions: 

1. Clone source code or pull source code updates from the GenomicsAnalysisCode 

source code repository in AWS CodeCommit. 

https://docs.aws.amazon.com/AWSCloudFormation/latest/UserGuide/aws-resource-glue-job.html#cfn-glue-job-defaultarguments
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/AWSCloudFormation/latest/UserGuide/aws-resource-glue-job.html#cfn-glue-job-defaultarguments
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2. Make any necessary changes to the AWS Glue crawler definitions defined in the 
template_cfn.yml file in the GenomicsAnalysisCode directory.  

3. Commit and push your changes to the GenomicsAnalysisCode repository when 
your changes are complete. 

The following topics provide more detail about the process for adding new crawlers. 

Update the AWS Glue crawler definitions 
AWS Glue Crawlers are used to infer the variants and annotation dataset schemas in the data 

lake and update the solution data catalog. Use the following procedure to update the AWS 

Glue crawlers. 

Clone source code or pull source code updates 
You can retrieve and edit a local copy of the AWS Glue crawlers source code from AWS 
CodeCommit using Git. As specified in the Update the CI/CD Pipeline section of this 
document, ensure that you have the appropriate credentials to enable connecting to AWS 
CodeCommit repositories. After you have the appropriate credentials, use the following 
command to clone the GenomicsAnalysisCode repository. 

git clone <repository-url> 

This command creates a local copy of the source code in your environment. You only need to 

clone a repository once. If you have already cloned the repository, it is recommended that 

you use the following command to pull updates from AWS CodeCommit prior to making any 

code changes. 

cd <path/to/code> 

git pull origin 

This command triggers the execution of the AWS CodePipeline pipeline associated with the 

GenomicsAnalysisCode repository and subsequent redeployment of the AWS Glue 

crawlers. 

Create an AWS Glue crawler definition 
The AWS Glue crawler definitions are defined in the template_cfn.yml AWS 

CloudFormation template in the GenomicsAnalysisCode CodeCommit repository as 

shown in the following code example. 

<data-set>Crawler: 

    Type: AWS::Glue::Crawler 

https://docs.aws.amazon.com/codecommit/latest/userguide/setting-up.html#setting-up-standard
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/codecommit/latest/userguide/setting-up.html#setting-up-standard
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    Properties: 

      Name: !Sub ${ProjectLowerCase}-<data-set> 

      Role: !GetAtt CrawlerRole.Arn 

      DatabaseName: !Ref DataCatalog 

      Targets: 

        S3Targets: 

          - Path: !Sub ${DataLakeBucket}/<data-set>/ 

      SchemaChangePolicy: 

        UpdateBehavior: UPDATE_IN_DATABASE 

        DeleteBehavior: DEPRECATE_IN_DATABASE 

  

Modify the following parts of the job definition for use with your tools: 

• Logical-ID: This ID must be unique within the AWS CloudFormation template. The 
naming convention used is <data-set>Crawler (for example, VariantCrawler, 
ClinvarCrawler). 

• Name: The name of the crawler (for example, Name: !Sub ${ProjectLowerCase}-
variant, clinvar). 

• Targets.S3Targets.Path: The location of the data set in the data lake bucket (for 
example, !Sub ${DataLakeBucket}/<data-set>/). 

Commit and push changes to the CodeCommit repository 
Committing and pushing changes to the CodeCommit GenomicsAnalysisCode repository 

triggers an update of the AWS Glue crawlers. Use the following Git commands to commit 

code changes to your local repository. 

git add <file1> <file2>... 

git commit 

An editor opens. Enter a commit message to describe the changes you made. After you 

commit your local code changes, you can use the following command to push the changes to 

the remote repository on AWS CodeCommit. 

git push origin 

This command triggers the execution of the AWS CodePipeline pipeline associated with the 

GenomicsAnalysisCode repository and subsequent redeployment of the AWS Glue 

crawlers. 
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Add new SageMaker notebook instances and new 

Jupyter notebooks 
Jupyter notebooks are provided using Amazon SageMaker notebook instances. Use the 

following procedure to add a new Notebook instance. 

Update the SageMaker notebook instance definitions: 

1. Clone source code or pull source code updates from the GenomicsAnalysisCode 
source code repository in AWS CodeCommit. 

2. Add your Jupyter notebooks to the resources folder in the 
GenomicsAnalysisCode folder. 

3. Make any necessary changes to the Amazon SageMaker lifecycle and notebook 
definitions defined in the template_cfn.yml file in the GenomicsAnalysisCode 

directory.  

4. Commit and push your changes to the GenomicsAnalysisCode repository when 

your changes are complete. 

The following topics provide more detail about the procedures for adding new crawlers. 

Update the SageMaker notebook definitions 
An Amazon SageMaker notebook instance is provisioned that demonstrates how to use 

Amazon Athena to identify genomic variants related to drug response for a given cohort of 

individuals. Use the following process to update the notebook code. 

Clone source code or pull source code updates 

You can retrieve and edit a local copy of the notebook source code from AWS CodeCommit 
using Git. As specified in the Update the CI/CD Pipeline section of this document, ensure 
that you have the appropriate credentials to enable connecting to AWS CodeCommit 
repositories. After you have the appropriate credentials, use the following command to clone 
the GenomicsAnalysisCode repository. 

git clone <repository-url> 

This command creates a local copy of the source code in your environment. You only need to 

clone a repository once. If you have already cloned the repository, we recommend that you 

use the following command to pull updates from AWS CodeCommit prior to making any code 

changes. 

https://aws.amazon.com/athena/
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/codecommit/latest/userguide/setting-up.html#setting-up-standard
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/codecommit/latest/userguide/setting-up.html#setting-up-standard
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cd <path/to/code> 

git pull origin 

Create a notebook instance definition 
The Amazon SageMaker notebook instances definitions are defined in the 

template_cfn.yml AWS CloudFormation template in the GenomicsAnalysisCode 

CodeCommit repository as shown in the following code example. 

  RunbookLifecycle<Type>: 

    Type: AWS::SageMaker::NotebookInstanceLifecycleConfig 

    Properties: 

      NotebookInstanceLifecycleConfigName: !Sub ${Project}Runbook<Type> 

      OnStart: 

        - Content: !Base64 

            Fn::Sub: | 

              #!/bin/bash 

              cd /home/ec2-user/SageMaker 

              set -e 

              pip install awscli 

              aws s3 cp s3://${ResourcesBucket}/notebooks/<notebook-

name>.ipynb ./ --acl public-read-write 

              chmod 666 <notebook-name>.ipynb 

 

  Runbook: 

    Type: AWS::SageMaker::NotebookInstance 

    Properties: 

      NotebookInstanceName: !Sub ${Project}Runbook<Type> 

      InstanceType: ml.t2.medium 

      LifecycleConfigName: !GetAtt 

RunbookLifecycle.NotebookInstanceLifecycleConfigName 

      RoleArn: !GetAtt RunbookRole.Arn 

  

• Logical-ID: This ID for the lifecycle config and the notebook instance must be unique 
within the AWS CloudFormation template. The naming convention used is 
RunbookLifeCycle<Type>  and Runbook<Type> (for example, 
RunbookLifeCycleDrugResponse, RunbookDrugResponse). 

• NotebookInstanceLifecycleConfigName: The name of the notebook lifecycle config 
(for example, !Sub ${Project}Runbook<Type>). 

• Properties.OnStart.Content: The script that is run when the instance is provisioned. 
Copy your notebooks to an S3 bucket and update the S3 copy statement to copy the 
notebooks on startup to the notebook instance. 

• NotebookInstanceName: The name for the notebook instance. 
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Commit and push changes to the CodeCommit repository 
Committing and pushing changes to the CodeCommit GenomicsAnalysisCode repository 

triggers an update of the AWS Glue crawlers. Use the following Git commands to commit 

code changes to your local repository. 

git add <file1> <file2>... 

git commit 

An editor opens. Enter a commit message to describe the changes you made. After you 

commit your local code changes, use the following command to push the changes to the 

remote repository on AWS CodeCommit. 

git push origin 

This command triggers the execution of the AWS CodePipeline pipeline associated with the 

GenomicsAnalysisCode repository and subsequent redeployment of the notebook 

instances. 

Deploy notebooks to Amazon S3 buckets 
Notebooks are copied into the resources bucket in the CopyNotebooks CodeBuild job. The 

CopyNotebooks job is configured to copy notebooks from the resources folder in the 

GenomicsAnalysisCode repository directory. Simply commit your notebooks to that 

location in the repository. 

Add notebooks on notebook instance startup 
The Amazon SageMaker notebook instance definition is defined in the template_cfn.yml 

AWS CloudFormation template in the GenomicsAnalysisCode CodeCommit repository as 

shown in the following code example. You can add new notebooks by adding them to the 

resources bucket under the notebook prefix and restart the notebook instance. No code 

changes are required. 

  RunbookLifecycle: 

    Type: AWS::SageMaker::NotebookInstanceLifecycleConfig 

    Properties: 

      NotebookInstanceLifecycleConfigName: !Sub ${Project}Runbook 

      OnStart: 

        - Content: !Base64 

            Fn::Sub: | 

              #!/bin/bash 

              cd /home/ec2-user/SageMaker 
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              set -e 

              pip install awscli 

              aws s3 sync s3://${ResourcesBucket}/notebooks/ ./ --acl 

public-read-write 

              chmod 666 *.ipynb 

 

  

Note: The ResourcesBucket name can be found as the ResourcesBucket output 

parameter in the GenomicsAnalysisPipe stack. Script resources are copied to the 

resources bucket in the CopyNotebooks CodeBuild job in the deployment pipeline. 

Create a new Jupyter notebook 
To add a new Jupyter notebook, create a new notebook in the Jupyter notebook instance 

console. 

1. Navigate to the Amazon SageMaker console and choose Notebook instances, then 

select the genomicsanalysisrunbook. 

2. Select Open Jupyter to launch the notebook instance.  

3. Select New and choose the notebook type to create a new notebook.  
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Document Revisions 
Date Change 

July 2020 Initial release 

September 2020 Removed the need for an administrator role from the encryption key; for more information, 

refer to the CHANGELOG.md file in the GitHub repository 
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